
How to get Black-walls black and White-walls white! 

I had a hint from my close-friend and neighbor, Bruce, that the best thing for cleaning white-wall tires 

was something available at COSTCO!  Bruce owns a 100 point 1937 Supercharged Cord Beverly and 

really knows his stuff as he has been showing cars in “Concours” events for many years. 

So I went to Costco and bought a package of “Oil Eater” Cleaner and Degreaser and brought it home.  

The directions say to mix it with 20 parts water and 1 part degreaser for light-duty cleaning; and 3 parts 

water to 1 part degreaser for medium-duty cleaning, and 1 part water and 1 part degreaser for heavy-

duty cleaning.  I do not know the difference between light, medium and heavy so I mixed it heavy, 1:1 

water and degreaser.  The package consists of (2) 1 gallon containers of concentrate and a trigger-spray 

dilution bottle for easy mixing and application. 

I rolled the Tbird out of the garage and sprayed some of the mixture on one of the tires, soaking it. As 

soon as the spray hit the tires, brown liquid started running off.  I also used a brush with it just because 

that’s how I do things and then hosed it off. AMAZING black-wall and AMAZING white-wall!!! I couldn’t 

believe the difference. 

After all the tires had been cleaned and they had a chance to dry I hit them with a spray coat of “Armor-

All Extreme Tire Shine”. Just let it air dry, no need to wipe it off, or even protect the concrete.  A 

“Concours” quality tire will result! 

The Oil Eater degreaser is non-abrasive, non-chemical and non-environmentally harmful! So it is safe to 

use in your driveway.  I have subsequently used it to pre-treat a dirty engine prior to high-pressure 

wash, all my other cars have gotten the treatment and I still have most of the original purchase waiting 

for future use. 

I have no affiliation with Oil Eater in any way other than as a satisfied customer! 

Charles W. Young 
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